Master’s
Study Programmes

a

master’s

Bachelor graduates in computer and information science, and graduates in other fields of
study, don’t miss the opportunity. Master’s studies at the Faculty of Computer and
Information Science will upgrade your existing knowledge and strenghten competencies
for a successful career.
Seize the opportunity!

Lectures are held in English

Applied Statistics
(with the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Biotechnical Faculty,
Faculty of Economics, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Faculty of
Medicine, and the Faculty of Social Sciences)

ŽIGA LESAR
Computer and Information Science Master’s Graduate and
recipient of the University Prešeren Award for the diploma project
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BACHELOR

bachelor
bachelor programmes. The course syllabus enables

bachelor
bachelor study (40%);

bachelor
bachelor courses at the

The selection exam covers chapters in
mathematics, programming, algorithms
and computer systems, and is held in
September, after the application
deadline for enrolment in the study
programme.

Computer

are

Computer and Information Science Master’s Graduate

double

double

ROK KRALJ
Computer and Information Science Master’s Student

The interdisciplinary master’s study programme Computer Science and Mathematics
is offered jointly with the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of the University of
Ljubljana. The study focuses on training for the development and working with new

Eligible for enrolment: (a) Graduates of the
bachelor study programmes in fields of
Computer or Information Science,
Mathematics, Financial Mathematics,
Pedagogical Mathematics, Statistics,
Physics, or other acquired equivalent
programme; (b) Graduated of the bachelor
study in other professional fields, if they
fulfil the study obligations essential to
continue the study before enrolment. The
obligations ranging between 10 and 60
credit points are determined by both
faculties together, and the candidates must
fulfil them before enroling in master’s study.

The selection of candidates is made on the
basis of the following criteria:
• Bachelor studies GPA (50%)
• Selection exam results (50%)
The selection exam will be carried out in
September, after the application deadline for
enrolment in the study programme.

Computer

Approximation
and Randomized
Algorithms

Advanced
Topics in
Computer
Vision

DAMJAN PJEVIĆ
Multimedia Student
In the beginning I imagined this course
completely differently. I expected just work
with cameras, images and sound. The
course surprised me in a positive way. I
additionally acquired knowledge in
programming, databases, creating
applications, websites and more. The
course brings together the best of the FRI
and FE in multimedia. In addition to the
actual course, there’s a huge amount of
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extracurricular activities and societies I can
take part in at the two faculties. This
enabled me to fill up my CV with various
experiences. One of the better things is the
people you meet at the faculty. Most of
them are interested in similar things, and
it’s easy to get involved in some joint
project. I would recommend this course to
anyone interested in the technological
background of multimedia content.

Multimedia
The interdisciplinary master’s study programme in Multimedia is offered jointly with
the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, and combines knowledge of computer science
and telecommunications. The programme enables students to perform effective
planning and implementation of multimedia systems, develop software, analyse
and process multimedia content and present information visually. It constitutes an
enhancement of the bachelor interdisciplinary university study programme in
Multimedia. The numerous elective courses allow students to deepen their
knowledge in specific fields of multimedia and to acquire competences that match
the job description of a creator of multimedia services, designer of user experience,
multimedia content analyst or multimedia systems engineer.

Eligible for enrolment:
(a) Graduates of the bachelor or
post-secondary professional study
programme adpoted prior to 11 June 2014 in
the specialist fields of multimedia, computer
science or information technology, electrical
engineering or studies in other fields of
natural science and technology
(mathematics, physics, chemistry and
chemical technology, mechanical
engineering, civil engineering).
(b) Graduates of the bachelor study
programme in the field or post-secondary
professional study programme adopted prior
to 11 June 2004 not covered under point a)
and who prior to enrolment have passed the
following examinations from the bachelor
study programme Multimedia: Programming
1, Programming 2, Introduction to

Multimedia Systems and Communication
Systems, or who during their bachelor studies
mastered the material covered in the stated
courses. (c) Students who have completed an
equivalent education to that set out in points
a) and b) abroad.
The selection of candidates is made on the
basis of the following criteria:
• Bachelor studies GPA (20%)
• Selection exam results (80%)
The selection exam covers the chapters in
mathematics, programming, algorithms,
communication systems, internet protocols
and the properties of multimedia content, and
is held in September, after the application
deadline for enrolment in the study
programme.
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Multimedia_
In the first year the programme covers 6 mandatory
courses, 2 professional elective courses at the Faculty of
Computer and Information Science and 2 professional
elective courses at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering.

6

2

20
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Professional
elective course
at FE

Advanced
Software
Development
Methods

HumanComputer
Interaction

Sensor Systems
and Multimedia

Transmission
Transmission of
ofMultimedia
Multimedia
Signals
Signals

Information
Security
and Privacy

Visual
Communication
Design

Data Mining

Digital
Marketing

Ambient
Intelligence

Multimedia
Content
Transfer

Numerical
Mathematics

Multimedia
Content
Processing

User-adapted
Communication

Web Information
Extraction
and Retrieval

Interaction and
Information
Design
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Professional
elective course
at FRI

2
Numerical
Mathematics
Cloud
Computing

Module FE A

Advanced
Computer
Graphics

thematic A/B

Thematic
Thematic
Set
Set
FRIFRI
B B

Multimedia
Multimedia
Terminals
Terminals

User
User Experience
Experience and
and
User
User Interfaces
Interfaces
Design
Design
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Set
FRIFRI
B C

Thematic
SetD
Thematic
Set FRI
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Wireless
Sensor
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Information
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Privacy
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Professional
Activities II

Interdisciplinary projects
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Cryptography
and Computer
Security
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Professional
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Computer
Based Sound
Production

Image
Based
Biometry

Cloud
Computing
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Natural
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Module based
on the previous
selection of the
thematic set

HumanComputer
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Advanced
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Computer
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Course
from one of the
thematic sets
offered
by FRI
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Thematic
SetDC
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Set FRI
Set
FRIFRI
B D

Multimedia
3D Sound in
Multimedia
Terminals

UserEmbedded
Experience
and Userin
Systems
Multimedia
Interfaces
Design

Any other
general
professional
courses

In the second year, students first select 2 courses from one of the four thematic sets
at the Faculty of Computer and Information Science. Depending on the selection of
the thematic set, students must then select the appropriate module A or B at the
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, as shown by the lines in the diagram. Students must
also select two general elective courses from the four on offer, and conclude their
studies with their master’s thesis.
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MANCA ŽEROVNIK
Computer and Information Science Master’s Graduate and PhD Student

bachelor
master
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The interdisciplinary master’s study programme Computer Science Education is
conducted in cooperation with the Faculty of Education of the University of
Ljubljana. This programme contributes to the better education of teachers and
thus the higher quality of computer lessons in Slovenian schools. Master’s
degree holders will have an excellent knowledge of computer science and will
also be qualified for educational work. In the first year the students are
educated in didactics; the courses passed by the bachelor graduates from the
Faculty of Education will be recognised. The second year is more focused on
computer science and comprises some advanced general courses and a series of
elective courses from various fields of computer science.

bachelor

bachelor

The selection of candidates is made on the
basis of the following criteria:
• Bachelor studies GPA (60%)
• Selection exam results (40%)
The selection exam will be carried out in
September, after the application deadline for
enrolment in the study programme.
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Computer
Systems
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Advanced
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Vision

Approximation
and Randomized
Algorithms
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ANKA SLANA
Cognitive Science Master’s Graduate
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The interdisciplinary master’s study programme Cognitive Science is provided in
cooperation with the Faculty of Education, the Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of
Medicine of the University of Ljubljana, and a consortium of foreign universities.
Cognitive Science researches mentality. Its basic disciplines include neuro science,
artificial intelligence, biology, linguistics, anthropology, philosophy and psychology.

Eligible for enrolment: All graduates of the
academic bachelor study programmes (or
programmes of same or higher level
elsewhere) are eligible for the admission to
the master study programme Cognitive
Science, regardless of their field of study.
The selection of candidates is made on the
basis of the following criteria:
• Bachelor studies GPA (50%)
• Selection exam results (50%)
The selection exam is held in September,
after the application deadline for enrolment
in the study programme.
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BOŽEN JOVANOSKI
Computer and Information Science Master’s Student
I find the Master's program at FRI to be
exciting and challenging at the same time
while providing students with great
opportunities. There is a great balance
between theoretical knowledge and
practical skills that can be learned here.
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I would highly recommend this program to
anyone who is looking to advance in their
academic career as well as for people more
inclined to start working in the industry
because FRI represents the best of both
worlds.

Applied Statistics
The interdisciplinary master’s study programme in Applied Statistics is offered
jointly with the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Biotechnical Faculty, Faculty of
Economics, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Faculty of Medicine, and Faculty of
Social Sciences. The main goal of the programme is to educate experts in statistical
theory and methods in a chosen area of application. Graduates of the programme
will master statistical way of thinking and will be able to independently perform all
aspects of relevant statistical analysis in a given field, e.g., planning a research,
collecting data, choosing relevant methods and interpreting results. The programme
offers six study modules: Biostatistics, Social Sience Statistics, Economic Statistics,
Business Statistics, Technical Statistics, Official Statistics, Mathematical Statistics,
and Machine Learning, of which the latter is held at the Faculty of Computer and
Information Science.

Eligible for enrolment: All graduates of the
academic bachelor study programmes (or
programmes of same or higher level
elsewhere) are eligible for the admission to
the master study programme Applied
statistics, regardless of their field of study.
The selection of candidates is made on the
basis of Bachelor studies GPA.
Master´s Programme in Applied Statistics is
held as a part-time study.
Detailed programme information is available
at http://stat.uni-lj.si/en
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How to Apply?
Enrolment Procedure
Students apply for studies via eVŠ web portal at http://portal.evs.gov.si/prijava.
Application deadlines are in August and September and differ among study
programmes.
Application process includes recognition of foreign education. Detailed
information regarding application process is available in the call for enrolment.

Tuition Fee

Contact Information

Fee is paid by students of non-EU
countries, excluding persons granted
international protection, applicants for
international protection and persons from
countries with which the Republic of
Slovenia has concluded bilateral
agreement (with Macedonia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro and
Kosovo).

Study programmes at the
Faculty of Computer and Information Science

Scholarships
Public Scholarship, Development,
Disability and Maintenance Fund of the
Republic of Slovenia offers scholarships
for foreign nationals.
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Ms. Vesna Gračner Žitnik
international.office@fri.uni-lj.si
Phone: +386 1 479 8249
Application process at the
University of Ljubljana
Ms. Tanja Žužek, tanja.zuzek@uni-lj.si
Ms. Alenka Šuligoj, alenka.suligoj@uni-lj.si
Phone: +386 1 241 85 05
www.vpis.uni-lj.si

Useful Information
Year Plus
During their first year at the University of Ljubljana international students may attend the
Year Plus module which includes Slovenian language courses and is designed to help
international students to adapt to the Slovenian system and culture.
If a student completes 30 ECTS credits (including FRI and/or Year Plus courses), which
include at least 6 ECTS of Slovenian language courses, she is entitled for a Year Plus and can
preserve her student status even if she does not fulfil FRI requirements for the enrolment
in the second year of studies

Student Life in Ljubljana
During their stay in Ljubljana all students are entitled to food and transport subventions.
The price for a meal in a restaurant is 2-5€ and 20€ for a monthly bus ticket. International
students should find a private room as there are no dormitories available for international
students. The average price for a room is 150–250€. Living expenses (rent, food, public
transport, books) in the Republic of Slovenia roughly amount to 500€ per month.
Students from EU countries and countries with which Slovenia has an agreement can enter
without a visa and stay up to 90 days. They can apply for the residence permit in Slovenia.
Non-EU students need a visa to enter the Republic of Slovenia.
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United States of America
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Bachelor and master university
(real)

PhD
Computer and Information Science
Master’s Graduate
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According to Forbes magazine the number of tech employment opportunities is
expected to increase by 12% by 2024, which will lead to more and more jobs
becoming available to IT professionals. Tech positions in web development, data
analysis, IT architecture, cybersecurity, AI, VR and AR, are expected to grow
exponentially within the next year. Furthermore, European Commission
estimates that by 2020 Europe will lack 900,000 experts in IT.
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already "Over our Heads in (industrial) Mud".
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Doctoral Study Programmes
The Faculty of Computer and Information Science delivers a doctoral programme in
Computer and Information Science. The study programme aims to deepen the
student’s knowledge of computer science and train them for research. We
recommend it for students who intend to stay in academia and also others whose
goal is to work in more demanding development and innovation computer science
industries. The entire study programme is conducted in English language. In
addition, the Faculty participates in the interdisciplinary study programme
Biosciences, offered jointly with the Biotechnical Faculty, the Faculty of Electrical
Engineering and the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering.
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The Faculty of Computer and Information Science of the University of Ljubljana is located in the
South-West part of the city, in a pleasant green environment next to the Rožnik hill. The area
has been evolving into a hub, connecting technology and natural science students and
researchers.
The Faculty can be accessed by city bus routes nr. 14, 14B, 18 and 18L. Leading to the Faculty are
also a nice bike and walking trail.
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1000 Ljubljana
Slovenia
www.fri.uni-lj.si
International Office
+386 1 479 8249
international.office@fri.uni-lj.si

